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Electrons propagating in a magnetically ordered medium experience an additional gauge field
associated with the Berry phase of their spin following the local magnetic texture. In contrast
to the usual electromagnetic field, this gauge field admits monopole excitations, corresponding to
hedgehog defects of the magnetic order. In an insulator, these hedgehogs carry a well-defined electric
charge allowing for them to be controlled by electric fields. One particularly robust mechanism that
contributes to the charge is the orbital magnetoelectric effect, captured by a θ angle, which leads
to a charge of eθ/2π on hedgehogs. This is a direct consequence of the Witten effect for magnetic
monopoles in a θ medium. A physical consequence is that external electric fields can induce skyrmion
crystal phases in insulating helimagnets.

I. INTRODUCTION

In magnetic materials, electrons follow the background
spin texture due to the Hund’s coupling and thereby
acquire a Berry phase that plays the role of an emer-
gent magnetic field. In contrast to the true electro-
magnetic field, this emergent gauge field admits mag-
netic monopoles, which are simply hedgehog defects of
the magnetic order. An advantage of realizing these
monopoles is that electrons see these defects exactly as
they would a true magnetic monopole, in contrast to
those in spin ice1, which are monopoles in H rather than
B. Furthermore, hedgehog defects are relatively com-
mon in magnets. For example, recently, attention has
focused on metallic helimagnets like MnSi, where broken
inversion symmetry leads to spiral magnetic order. In
certain regimes, a multi spiral skyrmion lattice config-
uration is stabilized2–7. These correspond to a ground
state with finite background density of emergent mag-
netic flux. There, hedgehog defects are observed in the
formation and the melting process of the skyrmion crys-
tal8.

In the presence of a θ term in the electromagnetic ac-
tion, Lθ = (θ/2π)(e2/2π~)E · B, magnetic monopoles
acquire a fractional electric charge which is known as
the Witten effect9. In the condensed matter context,
it is known that, in the absence of inversion and time-
reversal symmetry, 3D insulators are partially character-
ized by the θ angle, that quantifies the electric polariza-
tion P = −(θ/2π)(e2/2π~)B in response to an applied
orbital magnetic field10–14. A hypothetical monopole
∇ · B = (2π~/e)δ3(x) would then be associated with
an electric charge ∇ · P = −e(θ/2π)δ3(x), which has
been used in numerical computations to diagnose the θ
angle13. However, in the absence of a physical realization
of magnetic monopoles, this has remained a gedanken ex-
periment.

In this paper, we discuss physically realizable conse-
quences of the Witten effect that leads to electrically
charged hedgehogs in insulating magnets. An electri-

cal insulator is required to allow us to sharply define
charge. An important consequence we demonstrate is
that the skyrmion crystal phase can be expanded, or even
induced, by application of electric fields. We restrict our-
selves to materials which display a diagonal magnetoelec-
tric couplingE·B15, involving the orbital effect of applied
magnetic fields. The orbital nature of the coupling is im-
portant since the emergent gauge field of the magnetic
texture only has an orbital effect, although there can be
other direct coupling of the magnetic texture to electrons
without going through the emergent gauge field. We also
do not consider a part of magnetoelectric coupling E ·M
to single out the new effect. A more comprehensive the-
ory is left for future work. Finally, we note that recently
skyrmion lattices have been observed in the insulating
magnet Cu2OSeO3

16. Although the θ angle is likely to be
small in this particular material, in other systems where
larger θ magneto electric angle may be realized, our work
predicts that electric fields can facilitate the formation of
skyrmion lattices and help control magnetic properties in
unusual ways.

II. THE θ TERM INCLUDING THE BERRY
PHASE

Let us imagine the motion of electrons over a back-
ground spin texture n(x, t). If the Hund’s rule coupling
−JHs ·n is much stronger than any other energy scales,
the electron spin s will be slaved locally and instanta-
neously to n. In other words, as long as we are interested
in the low-energy physics, we can project the electron
spin onto the direction of n. As a consequence, electrons
loose the spin degrees of freedom but instead experience
the Berry vector potential aµ = (~/2e)(1 − cos θ)∂µφ
[(θ, φ) is the spherical coordinate of n], in addition to
the real U(1) gauge field Aµ. This means that, after in-
tegrating out these electrons, the resulting θ term takes
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of the columnar-type 3D
skyrmion crystal. The blue lines represent skyrmions. A
hedgehog (red circle) and an anti-hedgehog (blue circle) ap-
pear at the two ends of a skyrmion line. They feel the electric
force qEz in the opposite direction indicated by yellow arrows.

the form

Lθ =
e

Φ0

θ

2π
(E + e) · (B + b). (1)

Here, E and B are associated with the real U(1) gauge
field Aµ, while e and b are defined by the Berry phase
aµ.

The θ term in Eq. (1) has the following important con-
sequences. (i) A Hedgehog defect of the spin texture n
acquires the electric charge

q = e
θ

2π
Q[n] (2)

through the Witten effect, where Q[n] is the wind-
ing number of the defect defined by Q[n] ≡
(1/8π)

∫
S2 dSiε

ijkn ·∂jn×∂kn ∈ Z. Because of the rela-

tion bi = −(Φ0/8π)εijkn ·∂jn×∂kn, the hedgehog defect
corresponds to a magnetic monopole of b with the mag-
netic charge g = −Φ0Q[n]. Therefore, from the Witten
effect, we expect the electric charge q = −e(θ/2π)(g/Φ0).
Indeed, if integrated by parts, the cross term E · b of the
θ term produces a term e(θ/2π)(∇ ·b/Φ0)At, which gives
the electric charge in Eq. (2) from q ≡ −

∫
d3x∂Lθ/∂At.

(ii) The electric field E induces skyrmions in the plane
orthogonal to E. To see this, let us compute the Hamil-
tonian associated with the θ term (1):

Hθ ≡
∫

d3x

(
∂Lθ
∂θ̇

θ̇ +
∂Lθ
∂φ̇

φ̇− Lθ
)

= − e

Φ0

θ

2π

∫
d3xE · (b+B). (3)

In particular, if we set E = Ezẑ and B = 0, Hθ reduces
to a term of the form −µzNz, where

µz ≡ −
θ

2π
eLzEz, (4)

Nz ≡
∫

d2x
1

4π
n · ∂xn× ∂yn, (5)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The energy of the skyrmion crystal
phase (red), the conical spin phase (blue), and the ferromag-
net phase (dotted blue) as a function of the external magnetic
field Bz in the absence of the electric field. (b) The phase di-
agram with the electric field Ez and the magnetic field Bz.
The skyrmion crystal phase is induced by the external electric
field as a consequence of the θ term.

where Nz is the total number of skyrmions in each xy
plane and Lz is the thickness of the system. Here we have
in mind a columnar-type skyrmion crystal as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Therefore, Ez acts as a chemical potential that
induces or reduces skyrmions in xy planes depending on
its sign.

This effect can also be understood from the electric
charge of hedgehogs explained above. Suppose that a
pair of a hedgehog (Q[n] = +1) and an anti-hedgehog
(Q[n] = −1) is nucleated in the bulk. The number of
skyrmions is increased by one between the two defects
(see Fig. 1)8. Since the hedgehog and the anti-hedgehog
feel the electric force qEz in the opposite direction, if
one applies a strong enough field in the right direction,
they will be pulled apart and reach the opposite sur-
faces. This way, the external electric field increases the
skyrmion number Nz.

To examine the effect of the external electric field in
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more detail, we take the simplest spin model

E =

∫
d3x

[
J

2a
(∂in)2 − D

a2
n ·∇× n− µBznz

]
−µzNz. (6)

Here, J is the exchange constant and D is the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya coupling17. To avoid confusion
with the electric field E, here and hereafter we use E
to indicate energies. In Fig. 2 (a), we show the energy
of the three competing magnetic orders, the skyrmion
crystal phase (red), the conical spin phase (blue), and
the ferromagnet phase (dotted blue), as a function of
the external magnetic field Bz/B0 [B0 ≡ D2/(µa3J)] in
the absence of the electric field. The energy of the con-
ical spin phase is always slightly lower than that of the
skyrmion crystal phase at Ez = 0. An external electric
field of the order of E0 ≡ 2πJ/(ea0θ) can flip their order.
Therefore, the skyrmion crystal phase may be induced as
shown in Fig. 2 (b).

III. TIGHT BINDING MODEL WITH
TUNABLE θ

Thus far, we have treated the charge of the hedgehog
as a phenomenological input parameter. Below, we ex-
plicitly demonstrate the fractional charge of hedgehogs in
Eq. (2) using a simple tight-binding model of electrons
propagating in a background magnetic order. We first
discuss the band structure in the presence of ferromag-
netic order, and then introduce the hedgehog defect.

Let us first consider a fully polarized spin state and
focus only on the single spin component of electrons. To
describe their band structure, we take 4 by 4 Hamilto-
nian12 in 3+1 dimensions with a parameter kw ∈ [−π, π]:

Hkw(k) =
∑
µ=04

Γµdµ, (7)

Γµ = (τ3, τ1σ̃1, τ1σ̃2, τ1σ̃3,−τ2), (8)

dµ = (
∑
i′

cos ki′ − 3, sin kx, sin ky, sin kz, sin kw). (9)

In Eq. (8), τ, σ̃’s are the Pauli matrices but they do not
represent the electron spin; rather we look them as some
internal degrees of freedom. Γµ’s satisfy the Clifford al-
gebra {Γµ,Γν} = 2δµν11 (µ, ν ∈ {0, . . . , 4}). We set the
hopping constant t = 1 and the lattice constant a = 1 to
simply equations.

The bulk spectrum ε(k) = ±
√
dµdµ has a gap ∆bulk =

2 for any value of kw and we fill the doubly-degenerate
bottom band. The θ angle of this insulator can be ob-
tained by evaluating the integral

θ(kw) = − 1

4π

∫
d3kεijktr

(
ai∂jak +

2i

3
aiajak

)
, (10)

where (ai)nm ≡ −i〈nk|∂ki |mk〉 (n,m ∈ {1, 2}, i, j, k ∈
{1, 2, 3}). We plot numerically computed θ(kw) in Fig. 3
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The θ angle of the model (7) as
a function of the parameter kw. A the inversion symmetric
points kw = 0 and 2π, θ has to be quantized to either 0 or ±π.
(b) The spectrum of the same model with the open boundary
condition in the z direction. For this plot we set kw = k∗w
and ky = 0. There are gapped surface states inside the bulk
gap ∆bulk = 2. (c) The gap ∆surface of the surface state as a
function of kw. The solid red line represents 2| sin kw|.

(a). As kw varies from −π to π, θ(kw) explores all values
in [−π, π]. This is expected since one can view our model
as a model in 4 + 1 dimensions with a nonzero second
Chern number ν2 = +112. θ is quantized to either 0
or ±π at inversion symmetric points kw = 0, π. With
the open boundary condition, there is a gapped Weyl
fermion on each surface with the gap ∆surface = 2| sin kw|
(for |kw| ≤ π/2) [see Fig. 3 (b) and (c)].

Electronic Structure of Hedgehogs: We now restore the
electron spin. Assuming the Hund’s rule coupling to the
background spin nx, the total Hamiltonian in the real
space reads

[H(tot)]x,x′ =

[
(cos kw − 3)Γ0 + sin kwΓ4 −

J

2
nx · σ

]
δx,x′

+
Γ0 − iΓi

2
δx+î,x′ + h.c. (11)

Our model contains eight bands in total and we fill two
lowest bands. Note that the crystal symmetry of the
cubic lattice allows only the diagonal couplings, like E ·b
and E ·B. Furthermore, the internal SU(2) symmetry of
H(tot) prohibits the E · n coupling.

In the following, we consider three different back-
ground spin configurations: (i) the ferromagnetic or-
der without defects nx = ẑ, (ii) with a hedgehog de-
fect nx = (x − x0)/|x − x0|, and (iii) with an anti-
hedgehog defect nx = −(x − x0)/|x − x0|. We take
a finite size system L3 = 103 with the open boundary
condition and x, y, z ∈ {−(L/2) + 1, . . . , L/2} and we set
x0 = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) to avoid the singularity.

The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the energy levels near
E = −J/2 for J = 50 and kw = k∗w ≈ −0.409 at which
the θ angle is +π/2. In the absence of defects [(i)], J
merely shifts the origin of the energy depending on the
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) The energy levels of the model (11)
near the energy eigenvalue E = −J/2 for each background
spin texture (i), (ii), and (iii) (see the text). The shaded
region represents the bulk. Black lines are surface states (the
discreteness is due to the finite system size), while the two red
lines are those bound to the (anti-)hedgehog at the origin. (b)
The density profile of the bound states. We set z = 0 for this
plot. (c) For comparison we show the density profile of two
surface states with a similar energy.

spin. Even in the presence of a hedgehog [(ii)] or an anti-
hedgehog [(iii)], the spectrum is not very different from
that of the case (i) since the spin texture is still locally
ferromagnetic. In particular, there remains the surface
gap ∆surface = 2| sin k∗w| ≈ 0.80 even when the defect is
present.

The notable difference between (i) and (ii) [or (i) and
(iii)] is the appearance of a state bound to the (anti-
)hedgehog, which is denoted by the thick red lines in
Fig. 4. The right panels of Fig. 4 illustrate the density
profile of eigenstates near the surface gap. Here, the den-
sity profile of the `-th eigenstate is defined by n`(x) ≡∑8
α=1 |ψ`(x, α)|2 using the eigenfunction ψ`(x, α) (` ∈

{1, 2, . . . , 8L3}, α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}). The density of the
bound state is clearly peaked at the origin, while all
other mid-gap states are localized at the surface. The
bound state appears below (above) the surface gap for
the hedgehog (anti-hedgehog) configuration.

Let us now set the chemical potential inside the surface
gap and compute the net charge density of the resulting
state:

ρtot(x) ≡ e
∑
`:filled

[
n`(x)− L−3

]
. (12)

The second term is the contribution of ions that neu-
tralizes the total electric charge of the system. Figure 5
(a) shows the profile of the total charge density for spin
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) The total charge density Eq. (12)
with or without (anti-)hedgehogs. We set the chemical poten-
tial at µ = −J/2 (see Fig. 4). There is a charge excess (de-
ficiency) at the hedgehog (anti-hedgehog). (b) The integral
charge as a function of the distance from the origin [Eq. (13)].
q(r) first saturates at the expected value and then starts to
decrease at r = (L− 1)/2 due to the surface contribution.

configuration (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. One can
clearly see the charge excess (deficiency) at the hedgehog
(anti-hedgehog).

Finally, Fig. 5 (b) shows the integral charge

q(r) ≡
∑
x

ϑ(r − |x− x0|)ρtot(x) (13)

as a function of the distance from the defect, where ϑ is
the step function. Here, kw is still fixed to k∗w that corre-
sponds to θ = π/2. Clearly, q(r) saturates at its expected
value q = +e/4 for a hedgehog Q[n] = +1 and q = −e/4
for an anti-hedgehog Q[n] = −1 around r = 3. The inte-
gral charge then starts to decrease at r = (L−1)/2 = 4.5
due to the contribution from surface states. This is ex-
pected since the net electric charge of the system has to
be neutral. One can avoid the contribution from the sur-
face by taking the periodic boundary condition. To this
end there must be the same number of hedgehogs and
anti-hedgehogs, as in Fig. (1).

Let us make three remarks in order. (1) When one
adds one more electron to the case (iii) and fills the bound
state to the anti-hedgehog, the electric charge of the anti-
hedgehog will become 0.75. Similarly, if one subtracts
one electron from the case (ii), the electric charge of the
hedgehog will become −0.75. (2) The electric charge of
hedgehogs may deviate from the idealized value in Eq. (2)
for a smaller value of J , but we checked numerically that
the charge varies only about 10 % even when J is as
small as 5, which is the order of the band width. (3)
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The electric charge q of the hedgehog
defect, defined by maxr q(r) in Eq. (13). When θ↑ = θ↓(= θ),
the electric charge agrees with q/e = θ/2π (dotted lines). As
an example of the case θ↑ 6= θ↓, the red crosses show the
electric charge q for θ↑ = π/2 and θ↓ = θ. The charge is well
fit by q/e = (θ↑ + θ↓)/4π (the dotted line).

So far we have considered the simplest case where the
θ angles for the spin up and down electrons θ↑,↓ [before
performing the local SU(2) rotation] are the same. In
general, however, in the presence of the Zeeman coupling
and lattice anisotropy, they may take different values. In
such a case, the effective θ angle should be given by the
average of θ↑ and θ↓. Namely, the charge of the hedgehog
is given by q = (θ↑+θ↓)/4π. We confirm this numerically
in Fig. 6.

IV. APPLICATION TO REAL MATERIALS

Let us now discuss the experimental feasibility of above
phenomena in real magnetic materials. First of all, the
minimum field required to induce the skyrmion crystal
phase in Fig. 2 Ez ' 0.33E0 = 3 kV/mm for θ = π,
J = 2 meV, a = 4 Å. This is strong but not uncommon in
the real experiment. In fact, an electric field of this order
of strength has already been applied to the skyrmion lat-
tice phase of the insulating helimagnet Cu2OSeO3

18,19 to
explore the megnetoelectric effect of the material16,20–22.
The absence of a shift in the skyrmion crystal phase
boundary in these electric fields indicates that the or-

bital θ angle is much smaller than O(1) in this particular
material. However, ideas to realize larger θ eg. by prox-
imity to topological states have been discussed14,15

Realizing a skyrmion crystal with a large θ-angle in an
actual experiment may require two independent mecha-
nisms for each. For example, one can follow the guiding
principle proposed in Ref. 15 to get an O(1) isotropic
magnetoelectric coupling. In addition we would require
an independent set of magnetic moments that would cre-
ate the skyrmion texture.

The response of the magnetic texture n toward the
applied electric field E does not solely come from the θ
term in Eq. (1). In fact, in magnetoelectric materials,
L′ = χE ·M (M = |M |n) is a more familiar term.
It contains χ(∇ ·M)At after an integration by parts,
so that any inhomogeneous magnetic texture acquires an
electric charge density ρ = −χ∇ ·M23. However, in an
experiment on Cu2OSeO3

19, the magnetization is found
to be order of 10−6µB/Cu2+ under ∼ 8 kV/mm electric
field. This implies that χ is the order of 10−4 in the unit
of e2/2π~ and that the effect of L′ can be subdominant
if θ is O(1), depending on specific materials.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrated that hedgehog defects
in magnets can play the role of magnetic monopoles via
the Hund’s coupling to the electron’s spin. As a result,
they acquire the electric charge q = (θ/2π)Q[n] (Q[n]
is the winding number) through the Witten effect. This
opens a way to control skyrmions using electric fields:
an electric field of the order ∼ 1 kV/mm may induce
a skyrmion crystal phase in 3D helimagnets. The only
essential ingredients behind these effects are the strong
Hund’s coupling and a fairly large θ angle that describes
the diagonal orbital magnetoelectric response. This pro-
vides additional impetus to the search for magnetic ma-
terials with large orbital magneto electric coupling.
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